GRC speakers and discussion leaders have been targeted by phishing emails and phone calls claiming to be from GRC or from hotels in the area of GRC venues. Please exercise caution when responding to email or providing payment information to anyone claiming to represent GRC.

Please note that all official GRC correspondence will come from an email address ending in @grc.org.

Some things to be aware of:

- **The email in these attempts come from domains designed to look like GRC** but are fraudulent. Known fraudulent domains include but are not limited to grcregistrations.org and grcconferences.org.

- **On site registrations are all-inclusive.** Housing is included in your payment, and you will not be contacted by our venues for payment unless you have booked extra days and have initiated contact with them.

- **my.grc.org is GRC’s only online payment option.** If you need to make a payment or make a change to your housing choice, it will happen at my.grc.org.

- **We DO NOT accept PayPal,** so any attempt to collect funds through PayPal is fraudulent.

- **Don’t trust your caller ID** - Scammers can make any name or number show up on your caller ID.

- **GRC will never contact you via telephone** to make a payment without prior communication from a grc.org email address.

If you are contacted by these individuals, we suggest that you do not respond, click links, or supply any personal, PayPal or credit card information.